
þ The Indian student will get accommodation facility 
þ The medical classes are laid out in English
þ The students do not have to give any entrance exam or 

language test for admission   

þ This medical institution has encouraged the medical 
candidates for extra curriculum activities

þ The students can avail the facility of the library to improve 
their knowledge of medicine

þ The special training has been given for the MCI screening 
test 

þ So, the medical degree provided by this university is 
globally accepted

Apart from this, international candidates are provided a myriad 
of benefits. The major benefits of this university also attracts 
many Indian students to study here

This nongovernment medical institution was formed in 1989. 
This university provides high quality scientific medical training 
to the candidates. The education system of this university has 
reached the benchmark of international standard education. 
This university was ranked 22nd in Georgia and holds 9771 
world ranking. This medical institution has trained many 
professional medical professions. Apart from this, the 
candidates are provided the following facilities.    

þ This university is approved by the eminent medical body 
like MCI

þ This university has modern laboratories so that student 
can enhance their clinical skills

MANDATORY DOCUMENTS FOR
MBBS IN GEORGIA

þ Health and Travel 
Insurance.

þ 10th and 12th 
Marksheets.

þ Valid Passport and Visa.

þ Letter of Authorisation

þ Travel Insurance

þ No Objection Certificate.

þ Birth Certificate
(in English).

þ Six passport size 
photographs with white 
background.

þ Six-month bank 
statement of 
parents/guardian.

þ Sponsor Letter.

þ Private students are not applicable for MCI Eligibility 
criteria but they can get admission in Russian university.

þ Student must be 17 years or more.
þ Completion of 10+2 from a regular board.

þ Student must have scored at least 50% in class 12th with 
Physics, Chemistry and Biology as main subjects.

þ Qualifying NEET is mandatory for MBBS in Russia.
þ Though IELTS/TOEFL isn’t a necessity in maximum 

Russian Universities, but some of universities make it 
mandatory for overseas students.

þ Students belonging to (SC/ST/OBC) need to score at 
least 40% in the same subjects.

DAVID TVILDIANI 
MEDICAL UNIVERSITY

ELIGIBILITY CRITERIA WHY STUDY MBBS IN GEORGIA?

þ There is no requirements for language test, entrance 
þ The internship facility, global exposure are another major 

perks for the students

þ The universities of Georgia has got recognition from MCI, 
UNESCO

þ This is the safest place for the Indian students to study 
MBBS 

þ You will get safe study environment here 

þ The instalment payment facility are provided also to the 
students 

Are you planning for MBBS in Abroad? Choosing Georgia will 
be a wise option for you. Here are many reasons that attract 
students from all over the world to study here.  



EKLAVYA OVERSEAS

WHY CHOOSE EKLAVYA OVERSEAS
FOR MBBS IN ABROAD?

MBBS FEES IN DAVID TVILDIANI MEDICAL UNIVERSITY

8500 7000 
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